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Pan Asia: AIA Group– Look beyond FY11’s  ‘one offs’ … 
HK/China: Beijing Jingneng Clean Energy – Buy initiation 

Taiwan: Tech pair trade: SELL Quanta/ BUY Wistron 
Korea: KT&G Corp  – Trading buy opportunity 

ASEAN: Olam – Russian Dairy investment a positive 
India: Cairn India – BUY >> HOLD – fully valued 
Japan: SMFG – shr buyback plan a +ve catalyst 

 

 

Pan Asia: AIA Group (1299 HK, m/c US$41b, BUY) – Look beyond FY11’s  ‘one offs’ … 
[Analyst: Jennifer Law] Given the negative impact of Thai floods in 4QFY11, AIA’s FY11 results may not surprise on the 
upside, but nonetheless investors should look beyond shorter-term, temporary fluctuations. On the floods itself, the 
impact has been manageable and if current trends are anything to go by, business has picked up since. Daiwa analyst 
Jennifer Law has revised down her FY11e VONB in Thailand by 4.6% which in turn brings down Group VONB marginally 
by 0.7% to US$814mm. The other drag to earnings will come from lower investment returns as capital markets have 
been weak, particularly in the 2nd half of 2011. These are negatives but should be considered ‘one off’ and temporary in 
nature. With strong VONB growth coming from Thailand, Malaysia, China and HK, we still see AIA as Asia’s top-class 
insurance name. As the company continues to boost its agent productivity in the region and improve the VONB margin, 
we expect FY12E VONB growth of 15.9% (on the already very high base of FY11E). We reiterate our BUY rating with a 
new target price of HK$31.47 (19% upside).  
Link to report: http://asiaresearch.daiwacm.com/eg/cgi-bin/files/20120130hk_AIAGroup.pdf#page=1  
  
HK/China: Beijing Jingneng Clean Energy (579 HK, m/c US$1.32bn, Buy) -initiation 
[Analyst: Jackie Jiang] Beijing Jingneng Clean Energy (BJCE), directly controlled by Beijing Municipal Government, is the 
largest gas-fired power provider in Beijing and China’s 8th largest wind-power operator as of end 2010. The co went 
public on HKSE last Dec. Our Analyst Jackie initiated coverage on the company with a Buy recommendation. She blvs the 
co is well positioned to benefit from China’s and Beijing’s efforts to achieve a cleaner energy mix – tgt to increase the 
city’s gas fired power capacity by four folds from 2010 to 2015. Jackie forecast the company’s gas fired division (60% of 
revenue) would see earnings CAGR of 24%, to be driven by capacity growth. Its wind power division (40% of revenue) 
would see 30% earnings CAGR, driven by capacity growth, better than peer utilization and profitability. Overall, we fcst 
24% EPS CAGR for the company over 2011-13 and ROE improvement from 8% in 2010 to 14% in 2013. The co is trading 
at 7.2x 2012 PER and 0.8x P/bk, which is trading below peers’. Our TP is HK$2.25, based on DCF, implies 35% upside. 
Initiate with a Buy.  
Link to report: http://asiaresearch.daiwacm.com/eg/cgi-bin/files/BeijingJingnengCleanEnergy120130.pdf#page=1 
 
Taiwan: Tech pair trade: SELL Quanta/ BUY Wistron 
Indicative of investors adding beta while shedding defensive names that have outperformed, Wistron (3231 TT, m/c 
us$3 bn, HOLD) gained 3.5% yesterday while Quanta (2382 TT, m/c us$8.3 bn, U/PF) declined 1.7%. The Sales Desk likes 
Wistron a whole lot because of its high yield and minimal earnings-revision risk. What it comes down to is Wistron has 
carved out a nice little niche with its desk-top/server business (~13% of sales) earning the Company a stable 8% gross 
margin. Wistron indicated it will continue with its issuance of CB (10% dilution) to shore up the balance sheet as 
debt/equity ratio is around 90-100% in 2011 following capacity expansions at Wistron's LCM, handset assembly in 
Taizhou, China. Although media also highlighted Wistron's TV shipment could go down from 8m-6m this year (looks like 
Sony will divert more orders to Hon Hai), impact should be fairly minimal as TV accounts for 6-8% of sales. Powering the 
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Company's top-line growth this year will be NBPC orders from: a) Lenovo; b) server orders from Google and; c) stable 
desktop and monitor growth. Importantly, margins will go up on a YoY basis better product mix highlighted above. 
Wistron and Compal are both trading at 8-9x PER based on FY12 EPS forecast, much lower than Quanta’s 12x PER. Looks 
like the market has overrated the contribution from cloud computing for Quanta. Wistron will see 15-20% YoY growth 
in NBPC shipment to Quanta at just 5-10% YoY. BUY Wistron; SELL Quanta. 
 
Korea: KT&G Corp (033780 KS, Mkt Cap USD8.7bn, Hold, TP W82,000) – Trading buy opportunity 
[Analyst: Sanghee Park] According to local press reports, Philip Morris International (PMI) Korea plans to raise prices for
 its key brands by W200 to W2,700 per pack from Feb 10th. Daiwa Analyst Sanghee believes that KT&G will follow suit, b
ut not imminently, considering the government’s concern on inflation. As such, there is a high chance for KT&G to enjoy
 mkt share gains for the next 1-2 quarters in the domestic tobacco market, which was the case when BAT Korea raised it
s tobacco price last April. Sanghee estimates potential price increase as much as W200 per pack to lift FY12 EPS by 18%. 
Given the fact that KT&G outperformed the KOSPI by 8.1% for the 3-month after the price increase by BAT, Sanghee beli
eves that KT&G is likely to outperform the KOSPI for the time-being. Having said that, given the positive impact (like mkt
 share gains) is unlikely to be sustainable, Sanghee maintains Hold rating on the counter. 
 
ASEAN: Olam (OLAM SP, M/C US$4.98b, Buy) – Russian Dairy investment a +ve 
[Analyst: Pyari Menon] We are positive on Olam’s investment for a 75% stake in Russian Dairy Company, LCC 
(RUSMOLCO) to develop large-scale dairy and grain farming in the Penza region of Russia. While the initial investment is 
only $75m, Olam has aggressive mid- and long-term growth plans with US$400m cumulative investment planned over 
the next five years. Over the next 4-5 years, RUSMOLCO plans to invest to expand the area under grain cultivation from 
the current 52,000 hectares to 106,000 hectares. In addition, four new modern dairy farms are planned, to increase the 
milking cow population from the current 3,600 heads to 20,000 heads. Russia has a milk deficit and its milk demand is 
among the fastest growing in the world. The government currently provides significant incentives to dairies and Olam 
has typically been adept at benefitting from such incentives. Steady-state financial projections (from 2019 onwards) 
provided by the company suggest the investment would generate an IRR of 28%, with net margins of 12-15%. The 
acquisition is expected to be cashflow positive from FY13 (ending June) onwards and profitable at the net profit level 
from FY14 onwards. We believe Olam’s share price trading at 13.5X FY12E is below its intrinsic value, and we reaffirm 
our Buy rating with a target price of $3.05 as earnings growth of >20% for the next 3 years should drive value 
accretion.  
Link to report: http://asiaresearch.daiwacm.com/eg/cgi-bin/files/20120130sg_OlamInternational.pdf#page=1  
 
India: Cairn India (CAIR IN, m/c US$ 14bn, PT 340, BUY-->HOLD) – fully valued 
[Analyst: Nirmal Raghavan] Since our (timely) BUY upgrade in Sep'11, Cairn's stock px  has gained 21% (vs flat Sensex 
return) supported by positive developments (royalty issue settlement, approval for Bhagyam field, stable oil pxes). 
Analyst Nirmal Raghavan today DOWNGRADES the stock to HOLD (from BUY) mainly on unfavorable risk-reward as 
current stock px is discounting a long-term Brent crude px of US$100/bl (higher than Daiwa's $95 forecast and vs $60-
70/bl it was pricing at bottom).  Although, current resource base and production profile seem to be well factored into 
the stock px here, Nirmal believes co's resource base and peak production levels will be revised up eventually. 
Significant part of the 240k bpd basin potential is likely to be supported by just the M, B and A fields, implying that the 
other 20 discoveries (including Barmer Hill) and additional prospects may push Rajasthan block’s peak production levels. 
However, until there is a clear guidance from the mgt on the same, Nirmal prefers not to factor the higher production 
#s into his estimates. Overall, based on project life-cycle DCF, we arrive at PT of 340. HOLD  
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Link to report: http://asiaresearch.daiwacm.com/eg/cgi-bin/files/CairnIndia120130.pdf#page=1  
 
Japan: SMFG (8316 JP, M/C US$44.2b, Buy) – shr buyback plan a +ve catalyst 
[Analyst: Akira Takai] 3Q rslts inline, all segments were very close to Daiwa fcst. Nine mths cumulative consolidated net 
income was Y411b vs. original projection Y400b. Figure includes one time -ve factor of Y31b of reversal of deferred tax 
asset, coming from tax reform. Consolidated net income of Y411b, on the surface, declined by 20% y-y basis, however 
it’s more than 80% comparing to full yr guidance. Looks firm enough. Especially comparing to other industry, the 
situation is much better, Takai thinks. At the same time, SMFG announced new share buy back program. This is 2nd time 
in 2H. The # of shrs is almost same lvl vs 1st time. However the amount will be bigger due to recent share price hike. The 
program will be positive factor for the shr px.   
 

 
 

 

Taiwan Corporate Day  
Date in SG:  Thu Feb 16th  
Venue:  Daiwa SG Office (Level 26 DBS Bldg.) 
 
Date in HK:  Fri Feb 17th  
Venue:  Daiwa HK Office (26/F One Pacific Place) 
 
Taiwan Banks 
2892TT   First Financial (presenter:  Mr Ming Ren CHIEN/CEO) 
2886TT  Mega Financial (presenter:  Mr Jack LIN/IR Mgr) 
2881TT  Fubon Financial (presenter:  Ms Amanda WANG/First VP) * HK ONLY 
 
 
Taiwan Electronics 
6176TT  Radiant Opto-Electronics (presenter:   Mr Vincent Chang/Sp. Asst to 
Chairman) 
3149TT  G-Tech Optoelectronics (presenter:   Mr Sunny LIN/VP of Financial Civ.) 
 

 

 

 
 

   

 
 

 
 
 

NEW! 

3 more India companies (GITG, GRASIM, GPPV) and 1 

more Korea company (042660 KS)  

As of today we have total of 309 corporates.  

 

Kirin Holdings (2503 JP) and Nissin Foods Holdings 

(2897 JP) still need more demand! 
 

 

 

    
 

 
 

   Analysts 
Marketing 

 

 

<HK> 
Feb 6-7 - SY Chung – Trading Places (HK) 

 
 

<SG> 
Feb 8-9 – SY Chung – Trading Places (SG) 
NEW Feb 13-14 – Jonas Kan – HK ppty (SG) 

Feb 21-22 – Justin Lau – Custom Product (SG) 
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Asia Pacific Sales Directory 
 

   

Hong Kong       

Regional Head of Equities Sales & Sales Trading Shoichi Saito (852) 2848 4051 shoichi.saito@hk.daiwacm.com  

Regional Head of Asian Equities Sales Ester Li (852) 2532 4360 ester.li@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Andrew Douglas (852) 2532 4130 andrew.douglas@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Daisuke Yamaguchi (852) 2848 4092 daisuke.yamaguchi@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Greg Mclaughlin (852) 2532 4121 greg.mclaughlin@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Hiroyuki Goto (852) 2848 4009 hiroyuki.goto@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Kanako Ito (852) 2848 4450 kanako.ito@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Ravi Narain (852) 2532 4376 ravi.narain@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Vishal Bhammer (852) 2848 4444 vishal.bhammer@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales William Han (852) 2532 4375 william.han@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales (Japan Equities) Takayuki Saito (852) 6044 2110 takayuki.saito@hk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales (Japan Equities) Yusaku Itasaka (852) 2848 4054 yusaku.itasaka@hk.daiwacm.com 

HK/China Sales Bonnie Arai (852) 2532 4393 bonnie.arai@hk.daiwacm.com 

HK/China Sales Esther Wong (852) 2848 4086 esther.wong@hk.daiwacm.com 

HK/China Sales Leah Liu (852) 2532 4377 leah.liu@hk.daiwacm.com 

        

Singapore       

Head of Asian Equities Sales (Singapore) Jean Ang (65) 6329 2161 jean.ang@sg.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Evageline Cheong (65) 6321 3059  evangeline.cheong@sg.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Gillian Lim (65) 6321 3032 gillian.lim@sg.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equities Sales Jeffrey Cahyadi (65) 6329 2111 jeffrey.cahyadi@sg.daiwacm.com 

ASEAN Equities Sales Lunar Lee (65) 6499 6510 lunar.lee@sg.daiwacm.com 

ASEAN Equities Sales Tadashi Ishii (65) 6329 2131 tadashi.ishii@sg.daiwacm.com 

India Specialist Navneet Babbar (65) 6329 2166 navneet.babbar@sg.daiwacm.com 

Korea Specialist Michael Greenberg (65) 6499 6511 michael.greenberg@sg.daiwacm.com 

Japan Specialist Takahito Otake  (65) 6329 2192 takahito.otake@sg.daiwacm.com 

Japan Specialist Takeo Kubota (65) 6321 3051 takeo.kubota@sg.daiwacm.com 

        

Taiwan       

Head of Equity (Taiwan) William Chen (886) 2 8758 6171 william.chen@daiwacm-cathay.com.tw 

Taiwan Specialist David Huang (886) 2 2345 3635 david.huang@daiwacm-cathay.com.tw 

Taiwan Specialist Sunny Hsiao (886) 2 8789 5100 sunny.hsiao@daiwacm-cathay.com.tw 

Taiwan Specialist Tomoko Suto (886) 2 8758 6180 tomoko.suto@daiwacm-cathay.com.tw 

        

Korea       

Head of Equities (Korea) K Y Nam 82 (2) 787 9861 ky.nam@kr.daiwacm.com 

Head of Equities Sales (Korea) Joe Lee 82 (2) 787 9175 joelee@kr.daiwacm.com 

Korea Specialist Jun Koh 82 (2) 787 9125 jun.koh@kr.daiwacm.com 

        

India       

Head of Equities (India) Sriram Iyer (91) 22 6622 1040 ram.iyer@in.daiwacm.com 

India Specialist Ashish Kalra (91) 22 6622 1055 ashish.kalra@in.daiwacm.com 

India Specialist Deepa Arora (91) 22 6622 1000  deepa.arora@in.daiwacm.com 

India Specialist Kentaro Konishi (91) 22 6622 5678 kentaro.konishi@in.daiwacm.com 

        

Australia       

Australian Sales Craig Robertson 61 (3) 9916 1303 craig.robertson@au.daiwacm.com 

        

Philippines       

Head of Sales (Philippines) Leon Jose Katigbak (632) 750 4411 leo.katigbak@dbpdaiwacm.com.ph 

Philippines Specialist Racquel Panaligan (632) 848 0193 racquel.panaligan@dbpdaiwacm.com.ph 

Philippines Specialist Rosel Ponce (632) 750 4417 rosel.ponce@dbpdaiwacm.com.ph 

  

 

      

UK       

Head of Equities, Europe & the Middle East Meurig Williams 44(0)20-7597-7600 Meurig.Williams@uk.daiwacm.com 

Head of Asian Equity Sales Ali Khan 44(0)20-7597-7502 Ali.Khan@uk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Andrea Doubtfire 44(0)20-7597-7501 Andrea.Doubtfire@uk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Christoph Osterman 44(0)20-7597-7506 Christoph.Ostermann@uk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Madiha Alam 44(0)20-7597-7509 Madiha.Alam@uk.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Mark Watson 44(0)20-7597-7604 Mark.Watson@uk.daiwacm.com 
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Asian Equity Sales Natsuko Matsumura 44(0)20-7597-7504 Natsuko.Matsumura@uk.daiwacm.com 

        

US       

Deputy Head of Equity, Head of Sales Woon Lim (1) 212 612 6866 woon.lim@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Abhijit Kukreja (1) 212 612 8486 abhijit.kukreja@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Arfa Ahmed (1) 212 612 488 arfa.ahmed@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Ningguo Yang (1) 212 612 6431 ningguo.yang@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Peter Wolff (1) 212 612 6438 peter.wolff@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Soongho (Sam) Hahn (1) 212 612 6488 sam.hahn@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Syed Wajahat Ali (1) 212 612 6359 syed.ali@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Tiffanie Ho (1) 212 612 6275 tiffanie.ho@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian & JP Equity Sales Ayami Miyoshi (1) 212 612 6929 ayami.miyoshi@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian & JP Equity Sales Michael Denning (1) 212 612 6928 michael.denning@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian & JP Equity Sales Steve Zelko (1) 212 612 6355 steve.zelko@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Erik Grossman (1) 415 955 8100 erik.grossman@us.daiwacm.com 

Asian Equity Sales Joshua Evans (1) 415 955 8100 joshua.evans@us.daiwacm.com 
 
 
* This material has been compiled by Daiwa Capital Markets equity sales and marketing personnel from various publicly available sources, including newspapers and news services.  This information has not been reviewed or approved by or in 
conjunction with Daiwa research.  It is not intended to be a comprehensive summary of newsworthy business or economic events nor is it a substitute for Daiwa fundamental research, and it may not be relied upon as such.  The information is 
not intended to reflect the views of Daiwa or any of its affiliates and the accuracy of the information is not guaranteed. The information does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation for the purchase or sale of any securities or other 
financial instruments nor does the information constitute advice or an expression of our view as to whether a particular security or financial instrument is appropriate for you and meets your financial objectives.  Daiwa and/or its affiliates may 
make markets, effect or have effected a transaction for their own account in any securities mentioned herein or in related investments and also may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment banking 
or other business from, any entity mentioned herein. * 
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